Explore Debugging

Colorful
Caterpillars
In this activity, children examine
clay caterpillars and debug a mistake
in their patterns. They check their steps to
find the mistake. Then they make it work!

Group Size

Time

Small Group

20 minutes

Computational Thinking
Learning Goal
This activity introduces the
concept of debugging:
1. Check Your Steps. Figure out
if there’s a problem.

Introduce the Activity (5 minutes)

2. Make It Work. Come up with
a way to fix it.

1. Show children Caterpillar #1 and say:

Math Concepts

• The Monkeys made some caterpillars with colorful
patterns.
• This pattern uses colored balls in the same order.
What is the pattern in this caterpillar? (Have children
point to each ball and say the colors.)

• Identifying and creating
patterns
Materials
• Debugging Poster
• Modeling clay (several colors)
• Paper or paper plates
Preparation
• Caterpillar #1: Use modeling
clay to make a caterpillar
with a simple pattern out
of colored balls of clay. Use
three colors. (See example on
this page.)

2. Tell children:
• Today we’re going to check the monkeys’ caterpillars
to see if there are any mistakes in their patterns.
3. Point to each line of the Debugging Poster and say:
• When we help the monkeys check their caterpillars,
we practice debugging. Say it with me: DEBUGGING!

• Caterpillar #2, with mistake:
Make a second caterpillar
using the same pattern but
different colors. This time
make a mistake in the pattern!
(See example on page 2.)
• Put each caterpillar on a
paper plate
• Tape the Debugging Poster
to the wall

Part One: Monkeys’ Caterpillars (5 minutes)
1. Pointing to check your steps on the poster,
tell children:
• Let’s do the first step of debugging: check
your steps.
• Let’s say it together—check your steps!
Check your steps!

DEBUGGING
1. Check Your Steps!
2. Make It Work!

2. Place Caterpillar #2 (with the mistake in the
pattern) next to Caterpillar #1. Say:
• Let’s check our steps by looking at the two caterpillars.
• How are the patterns the same? (Three repeating colors.)
• How are the patterns different? (The colors are different.)
• Now let’s look more closely at this second pattern. (Have children point
to each ball and say the colors.) What do you notice? (They will notice
the mistake.)

Caterpillar #2 with the mistake: There are two green balls next to each other.

3. Point to the second step on the Debugging
Poster and explain:
• Make it work is the second step in
debugging.
• Let’s say it together: Make it work! Make
it work!

DEBUGGING
1. Check Your Steps!
2. Make It Work!

• Now that you know which part of the
caterpillar has the mistake, let’s make it
work by fixing it.
4. Let children share their ideas about how to fix the pattern. Then have a
volunteer fix the caterpillar.

Part Two: Children’s Caterpillars (8 minutes)
1. Tell children:
• Now it’s your turn to make caterpillars with colorful patterns.
2. Distribute the paper plates and tell each child to choose 3 colors of clay. Have
them roll the clay into small balls to form their caterpillars.
3. After the children have completed their caterpillars, pair them up and have
them switch their caterpillars with their partner. Point to the Debugging Poster
and say:
• Let’s check our steps by looking closely at the caterpillars.
• Are the colors in the right place?
• If we find a problem, we’ll make it work.
4. Give children time to check their partner’s caterpillars. Reflect on the activity
by asking:
• How did you check your steps?
• Why do you think it’s good to check your steps or to help someone else
check their steps?
• Did anyone find a mistake in a pattern? What did you do to make it work?

Wrap It Up! (2 minutes)
End the activity with the debugging chant:

• Today we practiced debugging. The first step of debugging is check your
steps. The second step of debugging is make it work.
• Say it with me: Check your steps! Check your steps! Make it work! Make
it work!

Extend the Play
Have children make another caterpillar with a more complicated pattern. Tell
them to make one mistake in the pattern on purpose. Then they’ll have their
partner debug it by finding the mistake and fixing it.
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2. Make It Work!

1. Check Your Steps!

DEBUGGING

